
Examples to help you respond: 

Note: Below are examples that may help you on topics to feedback based on discussions from members of the SOWHAT group.  

If you think of more, do share with the group on facebook, or via email (woodlesfordhs2@gmail.com) so we can update the template for all! 

Responding to the Route Refinement Consultation 

Important Note on how to respond: 

The HS2 route consultation was not designed for our area, and so the HS2 response form doesn't relate to the key points we as a community 

need to feedback on. 

Our recommendation is to write a letter (or email), drawing on our templates (below table) where appropriate and adding your own content, 

and then address this to HS2 (route2b@dialoguebydesign.co.uk) 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/hs2-crewe-to-manchester-west-midlands-to-leeds-route-refinement-consultation-2016  

Where to send: route2b@dialoguebydesign.co.uk 

Subject / Email Title: Feedback for Route Refinement 2016 – HS2 Phase Two: from the West Midlands to Leeds (Specifically the Methley / 
Woodlesford / Swillington area) 

Full Name (otherwise 
response will not be 
included): 

 

Address:  

Post code:  

Email:  

Area Covered In Feedback Example items to include in response 
 
Landscape and visual impact 

 We / I would like to highlight that the cutting to enter the tunnel entrance (where Water Haigh Woodland Park currently is), 
and the tunnel entrance itself is planned to be unacceptably close to houses on the east of Woodlesford. Visually this is not 
a viable option, and due to the make-up of the landscape as the plans stand this is not an option. We/I propose either 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/sowhaths2/
mailto:woodlesfordhs2@gmail.com
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/hs2-crewe-to-manchester-west-midlands-to-leeds-route-refinement-consultation-2016


another route for the tunnel is found away from the residential area, and that limits the damage to public green space, or at 
the very least the tunnel entrance entering Woodlesford is moved all the way back to the M62. 
 

 We/I are/am hugely concerned that the proposed entrance to the tunnel going under Woodlesford will have a significant 
impact on access during construction as both Eshald Lane, and Fleet Lane will need to be closed and new bridges 
constructed over the cutting. Aberford Road is already at, or over maximum capacity and gridlocks easily. Further loading 
would have devastating effects to the community and infrastructure. We/I would like to highlight there is only one road 
through woodlesford, as this doesn’t seem to have been accounted for during construction of the line. 
 

 We/I are/am hugely concerned with the newly proposed route, as Woodlesford, Oulton, Swillington and surrounding areas 
have had a lot of money, and effort spent to creating the fantastic joined up green spaces that can be seen today which 
would be decimated and completely undone by HS2 even with the newly proposed tunnel. We/I proposed HS2 review the 
significant blight impact on the area being surrounded by viaducts, and a tunnel entrance that is situated right into the 
heart of the village of Woodlesford. 

 

 We/I use the green space within Woodlesford, Oulton, Swillington and surrounding areas, as do huge numbers of the the 
whole community. HS2 will demolish all of this well used space, such as open parkland (Rothwell Country Park), wooded 
areas (Water Haigh Woodland Park), Methley deer park, Swillington Organic Farm, and Swillington Fishing Lakes, and nature 
reserves (such balance reservoir). We/I feel that even with the revised plans for the route, no thought has been given to this 
at all. We/I would like HS2 to review this, and reduce the impact on how much green space is lost to the areas mentioned, 
as other areas on the route seem to have had more thought and mitigation to limit damage than this area has. 

 

 The proposals see the area have to endure the eyesore of what is said to be the longest viaduct in the UK, and this will 
tower over what is currently a nature reserve along with countless other areas of green space. We/I feel would like HS2 to 
consider further route options to limit this, including potential further tunnelling, as long as consideration for cuttings and 
tunnel entrance and exits are kept away from residential areas. We/I would like to point out that having the line, viaduct, 
and entrance so close to residential areas (such as the tunnel entrance on the field beside Bernard/Street Sydney Street) is 
not something that can be improved with minor ‘fixes’ such as just using fences, and trees. HS2 need to come back with a 
much improved solution to limit the visual impact for the whole area (and the whole route). 
 

 Overall reviewing the route and its impact on Woodlesford, Oulton, Swillington and surrounding areas, we/I would like to 
highlight the community and beyond highly value the joined up green spaces, and they should be protected. It is a major 
draw for people wishing to move to the area for the shared quality of life and sense of community and sanctuary.  



Removing these areas and making our countryside into a noisy, concrete, transport superhighway will have an adverse 
impact on our health and wellbeing, equity in our houses and our rights to insure and remortgage without penalty due to 
seismic activity, vibration damage, radon and methane hazards and insufferable noise pollution from above and below 
ground. 

 

 We/I know the area well, and have concerns over the viability of the route going through the local landscape. We/I would 
like to make clear that additional to the huge negative visual impact, the current landscape of the area is forged by the 
mining over many years that was completed, and then filled in. We/I would like HS2 aware, that this fact raises major 
concerns over what is beneath this landscape, and how the undertaking of such imperious construction will be possible on 
such an area without devastating knock on affects. With that in mind we would like to know; 

 
o How can HS2 be sure / ensure that the ground will remain stable? 
o What safeguarding, and checks will be done to check for hazardous gases such as methane, radon? 
o What cover will there be for compensation for any damage that is only evident in the longer term due to the 

undermining of and highly risky meddling with the current landscape/geology, considering the extensive history of 
widespread mining/quarrying at various depths, some of which remains unchartered (the specifics of which are known 
to only a handful of senior citizens, now retired)? 

 

 
 
 
Noise / vibration of trains 
(once open to public) 
 
 

 

 We/I are/am concerned with the levels of noise coming from the line once its finished, including limiting things such as 
tunnel boom phenomenon, and also night time noise. What will HS2 specifically be doing to mitigate noise specifically in our 
area? 

 

 We/I are/am concerned about the number of trains running on the line, especially during antisocial hours (early morning / 
night time) We/I would like confirmation of the numbers at different times, and that this number will not be increased. 

 

 We/ are are/am concerned with the general ground borne vibration such as long rumbling noise prior to the exit of the 
trains from the tunels, and this (together with noise as the train eventually passes) is of major concern to houses in the area 
and specifically in the houses around Eshald Lane / Bernard Street / Fleet Lane areas closest to the tunnel entrance. We can 
already hear the M62 day and night. It is well documented that the faster the train, the louder the sound and vibrations. We 
would HS2 to confirm the speeds trains will be limited to on each section of the proposed route. 

 



 We/I have significant concern over the use of the route for freight. Whilst it is said the route will not initially be used for 
freight, the tracks will be built with the option to use freight trains, so again we have to assume at some point the line will 
be used for this purpose, in line with EU proposals for freight agreements/infrastructure. As a note, it is documented that 
freight trains often produce peak noise levels of 75 to 90 decibels. This level of noise, especially throughout the night where 
there would be a large difference between event noise levels and general background sound would be completely 
unacceptable and impossible to live with. 

 

 
During construction; eg, 
noise, dust, evacuation of 
materials etc 
 

 We/I are/am concerned as to both the pre-construction / exploratory phase and what that would entail, and also the main 
construction phase. 

o Whilst construction won’t start for a number of years, if the proposed route of the tunnel is to go ahead there 
would need to be site exploration completed. We/I would like to know when the details on exploratory phase will 
be provided? 

o We/I would like to know what will be involved in this phase, as it is assumed there would need to be a large number 
of deep bored test sections to understand fully the makeup of the land? 

 

 For the construction phase we/I would like the details to confirm there is to be no noise pollution above the allowed limits? 

 For the construction phase we/I would like the details to confirm the safe removal of all debris excavated for the tunnels 
including hazardous material from landfill? 

 For the construction phase we/I would like the details to confirm how will HS2 manage the adverse effects on the water 
table and ground stability, subsidence, total volume loss (which specifically, cannot be guaranteed due to the unique ex-
mining/quarrying landscape) 

 For the construction phase we/I would like the details to confirm that the limits for air pollution are not exceeded, including 
monitoring hazardous gases that may well be present from the ground in this area? 

 For the construction phase we/I would like the details to confirm that the risks posed by the increase in dust in the air will 
be mitigated? 

 For the construction phase we/I would like the details to confirm how construction traffic flow is to be managed? The area 
of Oulton – Woodlesford specifically is a single road access area. Aberford Road is extremely busy, particularly at peak times 
and when there are accidents on the motorway network. Will there be assurances that construction traffic will only operate 
during off-peak hours? 

 For the construction phase we/I would like the details to confirm how many construction vehicles will there be? Can any 
waste material be taken away by barge from Fleet on the Aire Calder Navigation rather than road? 



 For the construction phase we/I would like the details to confirm what roads will become inaccessible, and for how long 
(entrance to Eshald lane off Fleet Lane, and to the canal along fleet lane for example look as though they will be lost at least 
during construction)? 

 For the construction phase we/I would like the details to confirm on what the down time to the local train stations used by 
commuters into Leeds, Wakefield, Pontefract and Sheffield from all of the surrounding areas will be? 

 For the construction phase we/I would like the details to confirm how local wildlife will be relocated safely and where to? 
(deer, bats, butterflies, bees) 

 For the construction phase we/I would like the details to confirm how will risks from radon gas, methane gas be monitored? 

 
Lose of community space 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 I/we use all of the the green space within Woodlesford, Oulton, Swillington and surrounding areas. It provides the 
community, and wider area with the facility for the following activities, but is most importantly in constant use by all ages, 
from small children, all the way through to pensioners to enjoy;  

 Daily dog walks 

 Cycling 

 Walking/rambling, playing with children and vital exercise for the elderly/infirm. 

 Running 

 Birdwatching 

 Football 

 Kite flying 

 Community bonfire / fireworks 
 

 The area see’s large groups of walkers as the Trans-Pennine Trail and Leeds Country Way footpaths/bridleways are pass 
through. The loss of the green space due to the new line will be hugely detrimental to many people and will increase 
isolation. 

 

 I/We would like to know which footpaths / public rights of way will be affected by in this area once HS2 is complete, and 
what will HS2 be doing about lost routes that are used regularly by the local community? 

 I/We would like to know if all of Water Haigh Park be out of bounds from public use during construction? 

 I/We would like to know how will we access our property on Bernard Street and nearby roads during constuction? 

 Will we be able to walk down Eshald Lane? 

 I/We would like HS2 to provide a CGI visual of the new route immediately as the residents in the area currently have no 
reference to how the area immediately next to their properties will look. 



 
Impact on local wildlife 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 HS2 should be aware that Water Haigh Woodland Park is a mosaic of mixed plantation and grassland, created in the 1990s 
after the former mines were land-filled. It is part of a wildlife corridor connecting with the Aire and Calder Navigation, the 
River Calder and St Aidan.s Nature Reserve. Although a created habitat, it has just become mature enough to attract 
wildlife. During summer evenings bats are seen foraging along the woodland edges. There has been an increase in 
hedgehogs this year and roe deer live in the woods. There is an abundance of smaller wildlife, insect life and wildflowers. 
We/I are/am concerned for the damage any route will have on the environment for local wildlife, given the diverse make-up 
of the green space under threat from the route. Residents can now look out of their windows and see trees, birds, squirrels, 
foxes. The range of wildlife is vast, and the following samples show just some would be affected (provided by a local 
birdwatching group). Due to this we/I would like to know specifically for our area what are HS2 going to do to protect all of 
this? 

 

 We/I would like to know what kind of mitigation measures will be identified for protected species that are found in the 
green space within Woodlesford, Oulton, Swillington and surrounding areas?  

 We/I would like to know how have decisions been made to run the route through areas such as Swillington Farm, Canals, 
and Water Haigh Woodland Park to name but a few? 

 We/I would like to know  how the damage and impact will be limited as per the Sustainability report; 
7.11.13 implies that for the proposed new route  there will be a “reduced impact on River Aire habitat near Woodlesford”   

Impact on health and well-
being 
 

 The potential for the negative impacts of HS2 are high. Job loses, the impact on local businesses, noise during 
operation, disruption to travel arrangements, demolition, defragmented communities and reduction in community 
facilities. All these will impact on our/my quality of life. 

 

 We/I chose to live in this community due the amount of open space on the doorstep. WE/I don’t drive and WE/I can’t 
get to other green space further away. This will impact on our/my health & well-being. 

 

 There is high risk of people with disabilities being disproportionately affected – due to noise, disruption on the roads 
and accessibility to community facilities. 

 

 Dissection of the green landscape means we/I cannot access these connected spaces. Spaces that I have being able to 
use for many years. This will have a huge impact on our/my quality of life. 

 



 The mental distress weighs hugely on our/my mind. The uncertainty of what might become of where we/I live is 
untenable. 

 

 We/I am being forced into answering life changing questions, do we/I decide to;  

 brave out the planning / proposal stage in the hope the project won’t happen,  

 Cut our/my loses and move IF we/I can (it should be noted this is not as easy as it sounds due to the points 
mentioned in the section on house prices / selling house) 

 
Tunneling on old landfill 
 
 

 The area is already known in parts for subsidence, due to the nature of it being previously used for landfill. There are 
very grave concerns about the stability of the area, based on very real evidence from historic events. 

 

 We/I am worried because there has been a mine collapse and a gas explosion at Water Haigh Colliery. This is the site 
of the tunnel entrance. 

 

 Our/my concerns include total volume loss, seismic or vibration damage, long term geological shifts/effects, risks due 
to abandoned tunnels, shafts, seams, water table, pollution, radon gas, methane gas. 

 

 Our/my worry is that the previous records and survey data to know fully what the makeup of the land is in unknown. 
This means that tunneling in this area is high risk to health and properties. 

 

 We/I know that the site contains carcasses of cattle slaughtered during the BSE crisis and old car tyres. The risk and 
contamination potential of wastes and leachate is extremely worrying.  

 

 We/I am worrying about the landfill gas and odour emissions if they are disrupted. 
 

 We/I worrying about radon. the school is now to have radon checks – will checks be available to those properties at 
risk? 

 

 We/I live near the tunnel entrance and I am worried about subsidence. 
 



 We/I thought there was a 95 year covenant on the old pit site that stated it couldn’t be built on for 95 years, why is 
this no longer applicable? 

 

 We/I am concerned about the high potential for lethal and highly combustible methane gas at the which would likely 
be odorless and untreated? 

 
Flooding risks 
 
 
 

 We/I know that large parts of the Woodlesford area already flood under heavy rain (as can be seen from the boxing 
day 2015 floods). There are a number of underground streams / becks and brick culverts which go underneath 
residential properties, as well as becks, streams, and flood plains above ground.  

 

 We/I live near the proposed tunnel entrance and our/my cellar floods in heavy rain. The extent of flooded tunnels, 
shafts, rivers, streams (subterranean) is largely unknown. We/I am worried about the impact this will have on our/my 
property. 

 

 We/I live near an area that is prone to flooding (last Boxing Day 2015was critical) and a great deal of water is 
contained in old mine workings, abandoned tunnels and shafts. We/I am worried that meddling with this extensive 
and largely unchartered network which once connected Pontefract and Castleford with Leeds and Wakefield 
underground will be opening a potentially devastating can of worms. 

 

 There was significant work completed to move the water / drainage systems in the area as I understand – how can 
we be protected? 

 
Impact on house 
prices/salability of house   
 
 
 

 We/I have experienced first-hand the; 

 Impact on the value and our/my hard-earned equity of the house 

 Impact on the ability to sell the house and move away for employment relocation, health/retirement, growth of 
family (larger property, often dependent on residual equity) 
Examples of quotes; 
 “it seems ridiculous to me that for 3.5 years I have been unable to sell my house at true market value due to the initial 

announcements of the route / viaduct down the line of the canal / river - and now, the route has been moved just far 
enough away (and in a tunnel) for me to not qualify for any sort of compensation. I now have the prospect of putting the 
house up for sale at a price still blighted by the HS2 effect on the entire Woodlesford area or staying where I am and 



seeing what happens next. It is an absolute joke. I just feel sorry for the people near the tunnel entrances & right above 
it. They are now going through what the Locks / Maltings have put up with for nearly 4 years”.  
 

 we/I don’t plan to move at present, but might have considered in the future and now feel trapped. we/I don’t think 
it’s fair that we/I might have to jump through significant and impossible/exclusive hoops.  

 

 One example case is noted that, a resident doesn’t want to move, however;  

 they have a child with complex needs, and do not know whether the current house will be suitable for 
adaptations should their mobility need them. They (as all residents) do not know what the future will bring, 
but don’t want to be in a position where the house cannot be sold should they need due to the uncertainty 
created by HS2. 
 

Another example; 

 According to my calculations, we stand to lose AT LEAST £30,000 on our house, selling our house at a knock 
down price, that is if we are able to sell at all. We qualify for the ‘need to sell scheme’ however we have NO 
(according to HS2) compelling reason to move. The current criteria include reasons such as medical issues, 
relocation and divorce.  This clearly excludes any average family who want to move to a larger house and in 
doing so make provisions for their future and that of their children. We have been bulldozed by HS2 and the 
government and feel completely trapped. HS2 has had a catastrophic effect on our future plans for our young 
family. The financial implications are immeasurable. HS2 is clearly therefore profiting from the hard work of 
ordinary people. 

Local knowledge of area 
that you think would be 
useful to share with HS2?  
 
 
 

 Fracking exploration licences, how will this work with tunnels? 

 New builds having radon protection on groundworks. What are the current readings and what is the projection 
for rises in these levels considering the extensive cutting and tunneling in the area? 

 

 


